Expense manager
and Vattax
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Why should we use Expense manager and Eurocard instead of private cards?  
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Can we use Expense manager?

Corporate cards increases the security and efficiency of the
business. If all employees use private cards, there are as
many processes for handling expenses as there are
employees using private cards.

Also the employees might not regularly report the expenses,
giving the business owner a false picture of outstanding
debt.

If your company does not use a TEM system with integrated transaction but
a manual process instead, the Expense manager is a great solution for you.
The Expense manager digitize the entire process, from the transaction to the
reporting.
When a cardholder makes a transaction, it will be displayed in the app.
A receipt can be scanned and attached to the transaction. If a VAT claim has
to be made, the cardholder can add a comment and attach it to the specific
transaction for approval. The expense is immediately available in the Expense
manager for review and approval by the manager. No more lost receipts and
late reporting.
All that is required from you in order to begin, is to download the Expense
manager and inform your cardholders that they must download the Eurocard
Pro app.
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Can Expense manager replace my TEM system?
The Expense manager is not a replacement for a fully
integrated TEM system and handles only expenses paid
with the Eurocard. For instance, expenses on your travel
account will not be displayed in the Expense manager.
The Expense manager replaces manual or semi-manual
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processes, such as expense reporting via excel, scanned
documents or by use of third-party apps. Large corporations
with complex company structures and accounting will
benefit more form traditional TEM systems.

How can I integrate the Expense manager with our ERP / Finance system?
When a cardholder has reported an expense, it will be
displayed in the Expense manager. The appointed manager
can accept or reject this expense. A controller can subsequently review the expense report and accept it.

At the end of the month, the controller is able to export
the approved expenses directly to FortKnox and E-conomics
or by creating a CSV file, which can be uploaded to the
finalcial system.
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What happens to the receipts
in Expense manager?
Expenses and receipts are stored in the Expense manager
for 3 years. In case of an audit, we recommend that you
archive your receipts on either your computer or in your
bookkeeping tool. Depending on your bookkeeping tool we
suggest one of these two methods:
If you use E-conomics or FortKnox for your bookkeeping,
we recommend that you set up a direct integration with the
Expense manager. With an direct integration your expenses
and receipts will easily be transferred to the bookkeeping
tool. You can then continue to work on your expenses. Then
you use your bookkeeping tool as the archive in case of audit.
If you have another tool we recommend that you download
expenses and receipts locally on your computer. Expenses
can be downloaded as Excel- or CSV files. Receipts can be
downloaded in a zip file. Remember to store the files so that
you can easily find them, for example: Expenses/2020/
March/Name-of-cardholder. Your local storage will be the
archiving method in case of audit. To continue your work on
the expenses you only need to import the CSV- or Excel file to
your bookkeeping tool.
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How do we reclaim EU-VAT?
If the company is entitled to VAT and has travel related
expenses in the EU, then the EU VAT can be refunded. This
is easy with Vattax. All you need to do is add Vattax when
ordering Expense manager. When the cardholder pays an

expense with the card in which VAT can be reclaimed, one or
two questions related to the expense will appear. The rest is
done automatically by Vattax.
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How do we start?
1. Make sure all employees who have corporate
expenses have a Eurocard Corporate
2. Order the Expense manager
3. An e-mail will be sent to the person listed as
administrator with instructions on how to use
Expense manager
4. Setting up Expense manager
4.1. Select users and rights (managers and controllers)
4.2. Choose settings for the accounting system.
5. Inform cardholders to download the Eurocard Pro
app from App Store or Google Play and instruct them
how to attach a receipt to an expense.

Your company is now ready to manage your expenses the easy way!

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact your nearest branch:
expensemanager@eurocard.se, expensemanager@eurocard.dk
expensemanager@eurocard.no, expensemanager@eurocard.fi

